Abstract

The ultimate goal of the poetry assistant currently under development in our lab is an application to be used either as a poetry game or as a teaching tool for both poetry and grammar, including the complex relationships between sound and meaning. Until now we focused on the automatic classification of poems and the suggestion of the ending word for a verse. The classification module is based on poetic concepts that take into account structure and metrics. The prediction module uses several criteria to select the ending word: the structural constraints of the poem, the grammatical category of the words, and the statistical language models obtained from a text corpus.

The first version of the system, rather than being self-contained, is still based on the use of different heterogeneous modules. We are currently working on a second version based on a modular architecture that facilitates the reuse of the linguistic processing modules already developed within the lab.

1. Introduction

This paper describes the early stages of the development of a system to assist poetry writing. Its main goals are the classification of poems and the suggestion of verses’ ending words. The poem classification is based on poetic concepts, such as the number of verses in the stanzas; the stanzaic form; the number of syllables on the verses; and the rhyme scheme. The suggestion of the ending word of a verse may be based on different selection criteria or combination of criteria: the structural constraints of the poem, the grammatical category of the words, and the statistical language models obtained from a text corpus.

With such a system, we intend on one hand to help understanding the structure and rhyme of poems, which may be important to improve the reading aloud capabilities of students and, on the other hand, to encourage them to write their own poems.

Although there are some Internet sites that publish and discuss poetry for Portuguese [1, 2], there are no computer programs to assist the process of writing poems for our language and we could not find any framework that handles rhyme correctly. A rhyme dictionary [3] exist, but it only takes into account the final letters of the words, not their pronunciation.

For the English language, we could find some interesting word games where the user can make poems with those words [4], programs that allow the generation of nonsense poems based on syntax definitions [5], and others that generate poetry based on models created from poetry corpora [6].

One of the interesting features of our application is the fact that it relies on tools which, with few exceptions, have already been implemented in the lab. Hence, the first version of the system, rather than being self-contained, is still based on the use of different heterogeneous modules. We are currently working on a second version based on a modular architecture that facilitates the reuse of the already existent linguistic processing modules.

We shall start the description of our poetry assistant system with the classification module (Section 2), focusing on the submodule that presents some important research challenges - the metric syllable counter. Section 3 describes the prediction module, and the selection criteria that can be combined to suggest the missing words. Finally, Section 4 describes the new system architecture we are currently working on.

The two following sections report informal evaluation experiments conducted using a very small test corpus that was manually classified. In addition to around 20 stanzas from two very well known Portuguese poets, the corpus also includes around 200 poems written by children (ages 7-9). The corpus collection task is by no means complete yet. In fact, it has recently been enlarged with the poems collected in the scope of a national project dealing with digital spoken books [7]. The informal tests described below, however, do not yet include this recent addition.

2. Classification module

This module currently takes as input a finished poem, and yields as output the number of lines and stanzas, the stan-
zaic form, and the rhyme scheme.

One of the main tools used by this module is a Grapheme-to-Phone conversion tool. Several approaches have been developed in the Lab for this purpose: based on rules, neural networks [8], and classification and regression trees [9]. The current GtoP module of the DIXI+ system is based on CARTs trained on a lexicon and has a word error rate of 3.8%, slightly higher than the rules system. Our latest efforts in terms of GtoP conversion have expressed the original rules as FSTs [10].

The GtoP tool yields the phonetic transcription of each verse, taking into account generic word co-articulation rules. It outputs a string of symbols of the SAMPA phonetic alphabet for European Portuguese [11], as well as lexical stress markers.

The following is an example of the output of the classification module, using the first stanza of the most famous epic poem in Portuguese (Os Lusíadas, by Camões, XVI century):

```
As armas e os barões assinalados
Que da ocidental praia lusitana
Por mares nunca dantes navegados
Passaram ainda além da Taprobana,
Em perigos e guerras esforçados
Mais do que prometia a força humana,
E entre gente remota edificaram
Novo Reino, que tanto sublimaram;
```

Summary:

- lines: 8
- verses: 8
- stanzas: 1
- rhyme: [A,B,A,B,A,B,C,C]
- syllables: [10,10,10,10,10,10,10,10]
- Classification: ‘‘Ottava rima’’

Although the relevance of the phonetic transcription tool for the rhyme classification module is not well illustrated by this example (where the same conclusions over rhyme could be derived from the orthography alone), this is not always the case. The above illustrated rhyming criterion requires perfect rhymes, where the last stressed vowel and succeeding sounds are identical. An alternative criterion could be rhyming only in terms of the two last syllabic nuclei (e.g. “dentro” and “silêncio” and “cinzento”).

2.1. Metric structure

One of the main research challenges of this project is dealing with the metric structure of the poems. In fact, counting metric syllables (up to the last stressed syllable) is not an easy task, if one takes into account word co-articulation phenomena and different possibilities of phonological reduction.

In the current version of the classification module, syllabic boundary markers are placed a posteriori on the SAMPA string using a simple script based on generic rules. As an example of its application to the sixth verse in the above poem, we obtain the correct number of 10 metric syllables (syllable boundaries are marked by “$” or by “,” for stressed syllables), accounting for vowel coalescence and diphthongisation (7th and 9th syllables, respectively).

```
"majz$du$k@$pru$sm8"ti$a"for$s6w"m6$s6n6
```

We are currently working on another version which allows for some phonological variation not accounted for by the GtoP rules, yielding for each verse a range of values, rather than a single value, for the number of metric syllables. This work is closely related with our past work on pronunciation variation for phone alignment [12] where we have modeled variants that depend on the local immediate segmental context through rules implemented via finite state transducers. The main phonological aspects that the rules are intended to cover are: vowel devoicing, deletion and coalescence, voicing assimilation, and simplification of consonantal clusters, both within words and across word boundaries. Some common contractions are also accounted for, with both partial or full syllable truncation and vowel coalescence. Vowel reduction, including quality change, devoicing and deletion, is specially important for European Portuguese. In fact, as a result of vowel deletion, rather complex consonant clusters can be formed across word boundaries.

Notice that vowel deletion can be deliberately marked in the orthography by the authors themselves (e.g. “já como um ‘stigma” by David Mourão Ferreira in “Dos anos Trinta”, in which the first vowel “e”, pronounced as a schwa and often deleted, is not included in the orthography).

2.2. Meter

The identification of the stressed syllables is also important for classifying the meter - rising (iambics and anapests), or falling (trochees and dactyls), depending on having one or two unstressed syllables followed by a stressed one or a stressed syllable followed by one or two unstressed syllables. It is also important for classifying each verse according to the position of the stressed syllable of the last rhyming word (oxytone words have the accent in the last syllable; paroxytone ones have the accent in the penultimate syllable; and proparoxytone words have the accent in the antepenult syllable). Proparoxytone verses are much less frequent.

The meter classification part is not yet implemented.

2.3. Informal evaluation

An informal evaluation of the classification module was done using our still small test corpus. The results obtained with the already implemented modules are very positive.
A byproduct of this work was the development of the first electronic Portuguese rhyme dictionary, in which the search for rhyming words is made based on the word's phonetic transcription.

3. Word prediction module
This module takes as input an incomplete poem, for which the user may request the suggestion of a word that rhymes with the other verses of the stanza. The suggestion may be based on different selection criteria or combination of criteria, previously defined by the user. The selection criteria should include:

- words rhyming with the last verse
- words rhyming with a given verse
- metrical structure of the verse
- words belonging to a given grammatical category (noun, adjective, verb, ...)
- words belonging to a given ontology (animal, tree, flower, job, country, ...)
- words that may follow the last word written by the user, according to some statistical language model

The list of words that satisfy all the criteria defined by the user may be too large to allow its presentation to the user. Hence the module selects the 10 best words in this list.

The prediction module uses the same GtoP and metric syllable counting tools as the classification module. In addition, it uses some linguistic analysis modules already available in the lab, for the generation of possible word classes that may follow the last word of the incomplete poem:

- Smorph: Morphological Analyser [13]
- PAsMo: Post-Morphological Analysis [14]
- SuSAna: Surface Syntactic Analyser [15]

The submodule related to the ontology criterion is not yet implemented. The submodule that involves statistical language models uses n-gram models built using the CMU-Cambridge Statistical Language Modeling toolkit [16] which provides support for n-grams of arbitrary size, and support for several discounting schemes. Rather than retraining new models with our restricted poetry corpus, we used the existent n-grams currently built for a broadcast news task (57k unigrams, 6M bigrams, 11M trigrams, ...).

As an example of the application of the word prediction module, consider the following poem by António Aleixo:

A quem prende a água que corre
é por si próprio enganado;
O ribeirinho não morre,
vai correr por outro lado.

Let us suppose that the last word (lado) was not included. By using a bigram model criterion, the first 10 words suggested would be (by decreasing order of frequency):

lado, dos, a, de, que, o, para, e, dia, em, ...

On the other hand, by using a rhyme criterion, the first 10 suggested words would be:

lado, passado, resultado, dado, deputado, avançado, machado, demasiado, obrigado, advogado, ...

The application of the number of metric syllables criterion (7 in this case, for the other verses), together with the above criteria, restricts the list of 2-syllable suggested words to:

lado, dado, fado

The missing word was thus successfully suggested by the prediction module.

3.1. Informal evaluation
An informal evaluation of this module was conducted using our still very small poetry corpus as test corpus and repeating the above procedure of removing the last word of each stanza. Our preliminary results led us to conclude that n-grams of higher order (3-grams, 4-grams, ...) are not very effective, as the missing word is not always among the first 10 most frequent n-grams, and in some cases it is not present at all.

The effectiveness of the use of structural constraints was also compared with the use of the bigram models. Our first tests intended to compare the bigram criterion with the one using the number of metric syllables. Our preliminary results led us to conclude that in the 10 most frequent words produced by the second criterion, there are more words that could be used as a substitute of the missing word than in the corresponding list produced by the bigram criterion. Similar preliminary conclusions could be drawn when comparing the use of the bigram criterion with the rhyme one: the latter yielded a larger number of words that could be used as a replacement of the missing word. The last bunch of tests used a combination of the two structural constraints: number of syllables and rhyme. In this case, most of the words in the 10-best list could be used as a replacement.

4. System architecture
As stated above, one of the interesting features of our poetry assistant is the reuse of several already available linguistic processing modules. Hence it was particularly important to choose a suitable architecture. We wanted it to be domain independent, language independent, distributed (over the internet) and normalized over each type of functional module. Moreover, we would like to have the possibility of aggregating existing modules to obtain a "new" module with a "new" interface.

These design goals led to the development of GalInHa
[17], a web-based user interface for building modular applications that enables users to access and compose modules using a web browser. GallInHa is the short name for Galaxy Interface Handler, inspired as the name indicates on GALAXII [18], the architecture defined at MIT and used by the DARPA Communicator initiative. GALAXII is a distributed system with a client-server architecture. It concentrates the communication between modules in a single module, the hub, using a standardized protocol.

Since GallInHa deals with Galaxy process chains, all that is needed for the development of the poetry assistant is to define the corresponding chain and to connect the modules. Some of the needed linguistic analysis modules are already available through GallInHa (e.g. Smorph, PAsMo, SuSAna), although they accept/produce different data formats, so additional modules were needed to provide data format conversion.

All that is needed to connect the new modules is to include an existing XSLT [19] processor into GallInHa. For that, we have to write a wrapper to call external applications. The other modules are currently being adapted to the GallInHa architecture.

5. Conclusions and future trends

This paper reported on-going work on the development of a poetry assistant system which, besides involving many already existing tools in the lab, also presents some interesting research challenges not only in terms of the overall architecture, but namely in terms of metric structure. The next stage of the project will focus on rhythm and intonation and on how these may convey differences of meaning.

The last stage of the project will be devoted to evaluation. We plan to enlarge our test corpus in order to conduct some formal evaluation of the two modules (also assessing response time). In addition, we plan to do some user evaluation, using a panel of primary and high-school teachers and students, in order to evaluate the performance and the usability of the interface.

We hope that this system would be a valuable e-learning tool which may be used in classrooms or at home, to classify poems, help understand the concepts of structure and rhyme, and encourage students to write their own poems by suggesting the next words.
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